Don Reed concert
Motivation behind music

by BLAIR HELMING

Friday night’s concert in the unique theater would certainly lend proof to any theory stating that the Bahá’í faith makes for sensitive performers and receptive audience.

Don Reed himself is a Bahá’í and veteran of the stage productions of Tommy and Jesus Christ Superstar, offered 45 minutes of personal songs and thoughts on human relationships in a pleasant and engaging manner. With a stage presence reminiscent of Bill Withers, Reed briefly explained the story or motivation behind each song and performed accompanied by his acoustic guitar.

Reed possesses an excellent baritone, which he utilised only in his first number. The remaining songs were love and friendship-oriented, including an excellent David Aitches composition and were handled with sensitivity and sincerity.

The half-capacity audience joined in with obvious enthusiasm with lead percussion two or three times, and Reed generally responded when called back for encores.

Another Bahá’í from Los Angeles, Wini Garase, praised Reed and presented herself much the same way. Her singing style resembles a combination of Minnelli and Mary Hopkin, with an unusual amount of clarity and strength. Also an apparent champion of little-known singers, Miss Garase featured a song by the semi-famous adherents of the Bahá’í Association and included a discussion of the faith (to whom most famous adherents are probably singers Leeds and Cohen) in the University Union.

New dental program offered

by DOMINADOR TOMASTE

Tooth bothering you? If so, a Cal Poly student can now get a checkup and professional advice from the Preventive Medical Oral Health Program (PMOHP) every Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 12 noon at the San Luis Obispo Dental Health Center.

PMOHP is designed to help people with dental problems discover and prevent oral disease.

The program will be run by Dr. Dean Miller, a San Luis Obispo dentist who frequently visits the Health Center in the University student dental program.

This is not a drill, fill and bill program," said Dr. Miller. He said that the student will not receive fillings or regular dental treatments, but he stressed that the program is also not a seminar where a student watches slides and receives pamphlets about teeth.

We are interested in primary prevention which opposed to secondary prevention is the course planning that a person does on a daily basis to tend towards a healthier well being," said Dr. Miller.

"People think the responsibility of the dentist is to make you well. But why should they wait when they could take care of themselves before hand?"

On how preventive programs work, said Dr. Miller, "The specialists who work at the health center, the patient is referred to them. If you have an abscess or a lesion they will refer that person to a specialist.

SAY AH——Tom Armstrong appears to be somewhat apprehensive as he submit his teeth for examination by Dr. Dean Miller, local dentist, who is a consultant to the campus Preventive Medical Oral Health Program.

House can get vote to impeach Nixon resignation seen if Senate gets majority

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Rep. William D. Miller, D-Dak., said Sunday he believed there are enough votes in the House to impeach President Nixon but suggested that Nixon might want to resign even if the vote fell short of the required two-thirds majority.

But Rep. John J. Rhodes, the House Republican, said he had a gut feeling that there were not enough votes to impeach the President, although he had not made a count.

Miller, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, said that should most of the Senate vote to convict Nixon but fail short of the two-thirds majority needed to find him guilty—the President should resign. "In the country’s interest," he added.

At that point I think consider¬ation must be given by him to the country’s interest as to whether or not he is best from the country’s point of view that he resign or not," Miller said.

Also, Miller said, Nixon might want to resign if impeached by the House, but before he is tried in the Senate.

"I would think if he can reach a conclusion that it is in the country’s best interest to prove his ability to handle this traumatic experience of going through a trial of impeach¬ment in the Senate, he should resign," Miller said.

Rhodes also said he did not think the ruling that the President’s counsel would proceed in open court in the Senate would hurt the effort to draw out more witnesses and evidence from the President’s executive, including the Congress and the press.

Miller said on NBC’s Meet the Press, Rhodes said, "If we have not made a decision, I do not think anyone should...The representatives will make a decision until the evidence is in.

Rhodes said the President has done what any ordinary, prudent man would do: seek someone to help him in making out his tax returns.

Sunday, who is up for re¬election this year, said, "I have already invited the President to my district and the invitation is still, "It is in the country’s interest, he added.

The President has already set the stage to travel to Michigan Wednesday to stump for GOP candidate James H. Quan¬gling Jr.

Amendment creates jobs in lobbying

"Students interested in govern¬ment policies could find themselves serving as legislative interns," said AII President John Holley. "This internship program has been highly successful in creating jobs in lobbying, which is somewhat unexpected." He said the internship program has been in place for several years and has been successful in attracting students to the field.

In addition, the program has been successful in helping students to develop their skills in the field and to gain valuable experience.

As of this writing, the program has been hosted by the California State University, Fullerton, and has been attended by many students from different majors.

The program is open to students from all majors and backgrounds, and is designed to attract students from a wide range of disciplines.
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Rock group lights fire

Editor:
Monday night I saw a fantastic concert by Cold Blood. The现场 group was Tower of Power. After long years of waiting for one of the Bay Area’s top groups, the concert was well worth the wait. After all, it was Tower of Power that opened for Cold Blood, and the audience was always on their feet for the last 15 minutes of their performance.

The Man’s Gym was packed with a concert by not one, but two of the Bay Area’s tightest brass-rock groups. Not only that, but Benson Sound was doing the sound reinforcement, adding any bar's of poor sound like at the unforgettable War concert last year.

The Man's Gym was packed, considering the early show and the fact that ticket sales were opened 11 hours before the concert with a minimum of publicity. As if the try-out sessions of the All-Star Program had really hit home with this one. Cold Blood came on stage, and within these numbers the crowd surged up. Lydia Cocker’s moves (how about Joe Cocker?), but maybe that’s because Lydia felt the music as much as Lydia does.

As in her "obvious and calculated" unbuttoning, Blair, I suppose you still had your rain slicker slung in “the hotest and stuffed Men’s Gym.” Her voice la\ldots }

Letters

Student asks for strict dorm rules

Editor:
There are people on this campus who are trying to kill the fun and excitement that live here. They heat in Sequoia Hall. I know that college life is supposed to be filled with fun and excitement; but, when somebody had the "funny idea" to set off the fire alarm at 1:00 this morning, I must admit that my reaction wasn’t one of amusement. Instead, I almost had a heart attack. The sound really jammed your ear drums. And it must take a specialist to shut it off because I listen for 15 minutes.

Now since this is about the fourth time this year the alarm was set off, I figured it wasn’t just another prank. So, I remained in bed. Luckily it wasn’t a real alarm; but we are so supposed to guess whether it is real or not? How to the fire department supposed to prove if it is real or not?

Campus reduces electric power
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Techology has two members. One is the General Civil & Electrical Engineering Department, who specialize in conservation or reductions, and one is from the Environmental Engineering Department, who specializes in heating reductions.

The committee also received reports of a 12 per cent reduction in gasoline usage. Gov. Ronald Reagan had ordered a 10 per cent reduction in mileage for all state-owned vehicles and all privately-owned vehicles used on official business. The 11-member committee meets every two weeks and consists of a representative from:

- each of six of the seven departments;
- Students Affairs Council;
- Cal Poly Foundation;
- ABLE;
- The University Faculty Planning Committee; and three representatives from the Interuniversity Affairs division.

The School of Engineering

Students of 10 per cent on the use of electrical power and 12.5 per cent on the use of natural gas were reported for the campus as of February compared to February 1973, according to James M. Endreth, director of the Environmental Engineering Department, who specializes in electrical power (or the more specific conservation measures on its campus.
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MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS

STARTING PAY FROM
$9,092 TO $12,220

Approximate Ratio of Marine Officers in Major Occupational Fields

Pilots & Flight Officers

Aviation Training

After Basic school, future Marine pilots and flight officers proceed directly to Pensacola, Florida and other aviation training centers to learn to fly supersonic jets and the latest jet powered helicopters. Pilot training lasts from thirteen to sixteen months. Flight officers—the vital electronics and radar specialists in some high performance Marine jets—inquire eight months of schooling before joining a squadron.

freshmen, sophomores and juniors

Platoon LEADERS

Class (ground or air)

Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) is open to qualified underclassmen in any accredited college or university. Members who enroll in their freshman or sophomore years will accomplish pre-commission training in two six-week summer sessions at Officer Candidate School (OCS), Marine Corps Base Quantico, Virginia.

College juniors attend extended OCS during the summer preceding their senior year. The major areas emphasized at OCS are physical conditioning and fundamental leadership.

seniors and graduates

OFFICER Candidate Class (ground or air)

Qualified seniors and graduates present in Officer Candidate Class will attend training after college graduation. Except for their difference, the training is essentially the same as for PLC members. Candidates are commissioned at Quantico upon successful completion of the course.

CONTACT CAPTAIN MARLOW
IN THE STUDENT CAFETERIA
8 - 12 APRIL FROM 9AM - 5PM

The BASIC School

The BASIC School at Quantico is the seat of higher learning for newly commissioned Marine officers. New officers will spend six months learning the skills required to become a leader of Marines.

Upon completion of Basic School, approximately thirty percent of the graduates will have their first assignment commanding Marine rifle platoons. The majority of officers will go on to other schools and specialize in such fields as aviation, communications, administration, computer operations, field artillery or tracked vehicles, to name a few.

All Basic School students submit their preferences for a military occupational specialty, and in three out of four cases they are assigned their first choice.

Aviation Training

After Basic school, future Marine pilots and flight officers proceed directly to Pensacola, Florida and other aviation training centers to learn to fly supersonic jets and the latest jet powered helicopters. Pilot training lasts from thirteen to sixteen months. Flight officers—the vital electronics and radar specialists in some high performance Marine jets—inquire eight months of schooling before joining a squadron.

LAW Program

If you have received your commission through PLC and have been accepted into an accredited law school, the Marine Corps will grant you a three year deferment from active duty while you work toward your law degree. After you complete your three years at a law school and upon graduation, you will be commissioned at a normal rate while you are in law school.

If you are a qualified PLC student who is an underclassman (junior or senior), you will have your first assignment commanding Marine rifle platoons. The majority of officers will go on to other schools and specialize in such fields as aviation, communications, administration, computer operations, field artillery or tracked vehicles, to name a few.

You will have the opportunity to practice law in a wide variety of challenging ways, some familiar encountered by a lawyer in civilian practice. In addition, you will be given the chance to continue your general law courses at government expense while in the Corps.
Poly drops weekend series

BY ROBERT DEEMOND

The Poly baseball squad, deprived of its three-game weekend series with visiting UC Riverside by the loyal batters could only claim one game of the Highlander's two weekend series.

The Mustangs have now dropped to an even 8-9 percent for second place. The previous standard was 8.9 which Reynolds had two years ago exploring the California College Athletic Association championships.

The dedicated athlete also received a third place in the 100-yard butterfly setting a new school record at 58.5.

Reynolds, who swim coach Dick Anderson calls a "rugh boy," was a member of two relay teams which eclipsed to new school records in the 100-yard medley and 800-yard freestyle relays.

The 800-yard freestyle relay team of Michael Coffman, John Reynolds and Rick Prior was timed in 7:10.1 breaking their school record set at the CCAA finals two weeks ago.

This feat was accomplished with an erie Eric Nicholas, Mike Freeman, Jim Keenan, John Reynolds and It.

The medley relay team of Al Freeman, Jim Keenan, John Reynolds and Hunt Prior broke a school record with a naed 9:48.4 effort.

See Lori Ochoa product Rick Prior placed eighth in the 100-yard freestyle with a school record of 50.2. The trend John Reynolds is temporary hold on it.

The Mustangs added four more runs to the eight before the first game was history. 16.

The second game ended as Riverside quickly battered the Mustangs with five runs in the first frame. Poly rallied with two of their own and it was 6-4 going into intermission.

The Mustangs rallied in the sixth for five runs and score a commanding lead of 16-6 with two more runs. Unfortunately for the Mustangs the Highlander history wasn't through created this as Riverside scored six runs in the seventh, just enough to claim the game, 16-10 and score, 1-1.

Announcements

Housing

For Sale

POLY ROYAL
Corvair Hooters & Games
Make Money For Your Club
Phone: Harry 546-507

POLY ROYAL
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BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S
ELECTRIC HOUSE

117 Monte-Sal

PASSOVER LUNCH
AT VISTA GRANDE CAFETERIA

wed, april 10; 11 a.m. 1 p.m.

Reynolds' doubleheader as a bright day with a slight win over the CCAA rivals held too an apiece. Poly granted the first game won with an all-time wire in the second, inning 14.

In the first battle both teams got off to a good start using incredible tactics and an existing double to advance runs one by one.

It was anybody's game until the sixth inning when the Mustangs decided to break the 5-5 tie with an attack of hitters.

Dave Fowler pitched the inning with a shot to left field that was good enough to gain him to first base, designated hitter Tony Ruggles did what he was assigned to do as he grounded a past second for a double, advancing Fowler to third.

Highlander hurler Ron Gill didn't want to let slapper Tony Reynolds and put him on with four straight balls to load the base.

Dave Harris immediately made out those pitches as the right fielder doubled to score two runs. Dave Gray also scored and Coleman got on base and with three Mustangs on base the CCAA rivals were left to decide on their own fate. A fly ball to left was missed in true dramatic form a triple, scoring three runs in 6-8 and that was game.

The Mustangs added four more runs to the eight before the first game was history. 16.

The second game ended as Riverside quickly battered the Mustangs with five runs in the first frame. Poly rallied with two of their own and it was 6-4 going into intermission.

The Mustangs rallied in the sixth for five runs and score a commanding lead of 16-6 with two more runs. Unfortunately for the Mustangs the Highlander history wasn't through created this as Riverside scored six runs in the seventh, just enough to claim the game, 16-10 and score, 1-1.